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Abstract. Python is nowadays one of the most widely-used languages for data science. Its rich ecosystem of libraries together with its simplicity and readability are behind its popularity. HEP is also embracing that trend, often using Python as an interface language to access C++ libraries for the sake of performance. PyROOT, the Python bindings of the ROOT software toolkit, plays a key role here, since it allows to automatically and dynamically invoke C++ code from Python without the generation of any static wrappers beforehand. In that sense, this paper presents the efforts to create a new PyROOT with three main qualities: modern, able to exploit the latest C++ features from Python; pythonic, providing Python syntax to use C++ classes; interoperable, able to interact with the most important libraries of the Python data science toolset.

1 Introduction

Python is currently at the top of the most widely-used languages and tools for data science [1]. The language was born with a philosophy that emphasizes code readability and programming productivity, which makes it attractive and more accessible to non-expert programmers. Moreover, there are a number of powerful and fairly mature Python libraries for scientific computing, data manipulation, analysis and visualisation, some prominent examples being NumPy [2], pandas [3], SciPy [4] and Matplotlib [5].

Although the field of High-Energy Physics is still dominated by C++, Python is steadily gaining adoption for data analysis [6] and new libraries are proliferating [7]. In most cases, Python is used as an interface language to C++, which allows to keep the simplicity of the Python programming language without sacrificing performance. On the other hand, interoperability is a primary goal: any Python tool for analysis in HEP must be able to integrate itself into the already existing (and rich) Python data science ecosystem, mainly by building bridges with other tools and understanding the same data formats.

The ROOT software toolkit [8] is meant to play a key role in the interaction of HEP programs with the Python world. Although it is mostly written in C++, ROOT provides bindings for Python, called PyROOT, which are unique: they allow to dynamically access C++ functionality from Python (classes, functions) without any prior generation of static bindings. This is possible thanks to the ROOT C++ interpreter and type system, which can
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provide information about / instantiate C++ entities as requested by PyROOT at execution time. In practice, this means that a user can call into any ROOT C++ library via PyROOT, or even load a user library and invoke it too, without any wrapper generation beforehand.

This paper describes how the powerful PyROOT bindings are now going through a process of redesign and modernisation in order to better support the needs of HEP analysers. First, PyROOT is being redesigned to operate on top of cppyy [9], a set of libraries that offer automatic Python-C++ bindings and include support for new C++ features. Second, PyROOT is being made more pythonic by adding support for Python syntax in the manipulation of C++ classes (the so-called pythonisations). Third, PyROOT is improving its interoperability with Python data science libraries by making it possible to read ROOT data into NumPy and pandas. Last, as a response to a common request from our users, the build system of PyROOT is being modified to allow the generation of PyROOT libraries for more than one Python version, without having to rebuild the entire ROOT.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes how the redesign of the new PyROOT on top of the cppyy libraries. Section 3 explains how pythonisations are going to make the new PyROOT more pythonic. Section 4 presents the efforts to make PyROOT interoperable with the Python data science ecosystem. Section 5 introduces the new support in PyROOT for multi-Python builds. Finally, Section 6 discusses some conclusions.

2 New Design on Top of Modern Cppyy

After its standardisation in 1998 and until 2011, C++ had only one minor revision. However, since then, revisions are more frequent and new features appear at a higher pace. This means that we are now in busier times for Python-C++ bindings, which need to keep up and support new C++ syntax and functionality being added to the language.

Therefore, it is of utmost importance for PyROOT to be up-to-date and support modern C++ features. For that purpose, PyROOT is being redesigned to work on top of cppyy, a set of libraries for automatic Python-C++ bindings generation, which offers access to the latest C++ features.

Figure 1 illustrates the redesign of PyROOT, which now acts as the upper layer or entry point for the user application. It also contains the pythonisations for ROOT classes (more information in Section 3). Below, the cppyy layer provides the automatic bindings and pythonisations for classes of the standard template library of C++. Cppyy operates on top of the ROOT type system and Cling, the C++ interpreter, which make it possible to dynamically obtain information about C++ entities, just-in-time compile code and execute code.

As an example of how the use of cppyy can be advantageous for PyROOT, Figure 2 shows a case of modern C++ syntax that PyROOT now supports thanks to cppyy: variadic templates. This is just one example, but there are many others, such as improved template support, better overload resolution or support for r-value reference parameters and lambda functions.

3 Pythonisations for C++ Classes

The cppyy automatic bindings described in Section 2 provide the core functionality of PyROOT, but they are not enough to offer a fully Python-friendly experience to the user. Sometimes it is not sufficient to be able to invoke some C++ code from Python: it is also important to invoke it in the most pythonic way possible. Python possesses a set of features / artifacts that are characteristic of the language, and those should be made available to the user even if it is C++ code running underneath. Otherwise, the user can feel like they are just writing C++ code in Python. This is why pythonisations are necessary.
A pythonisation is just some logic that is dynamically injected into a Python entity, e.g. a class, which modifies the behaviour of that entity to make it more pythonic or easier to use. An example can be found in Figure 3, which illustrates two ways of accessing a TTree that is stored in a ROOT file (in short, TTree is the class that represents a columnar dataset in ROOT). In 3a), the TTree is retrieved by calling the GetObject method, just like it would be done in C++. However, in 3b), the TTree is obtained via the attribute syntax of Python. It is important to note how this is not provided by cppy out-of-the-box, but by a pythonisation: mytree is not an attribute of myfile, but there is a pythonisation that complements the lookup of attributes in the file by executing GetObject under the hood.

The new PyROOT incorporates many pythonisations for ROOT classes, not only for TTree as in the example, but also for other key ones in ROOT. Such pythonisations allow for a more pythonic use of ROOT classes, e.g. by making them iterable in Python, customising the attribute access, injecting a new subscript operator or overriding mathematic operators.

It is worth pointing out that such pythonisations are applied lazily: only when a given class is used from the application, the pythonisations for that class are executed.
Figure 3: Two ways of getting the TTree stored in a ROOT file in PyROOT: 3a) the C++-like way, 3b) the pythonic way.

3.1 User Pythonisations

In addition to providing pythonisations for ROOT classes, PyROOT will allow soon to define pythonisations for user classes too. Such pythonisations will also be lazy and only run when the application references the corresponding class for the first time.

The envisaged API for the user to define their own pythonisations is depicted in Figure 4. In order to pythonise a given class, the user needs to provide a function that is decorated with the `@pythonization` decorator, which specifies which class is being pythonised. Such function will receive one parameter, the class to be pythonised, in which new behaviour can be injected as desired.

![Figure 4: Function that pythonises the MyCppClass user C++ class.](image)

4 Interoperability with the Python Ecosystem

The Python ecosystem for scientific applications is centered around the SciPy [4] packages, which are using multidimensional arrays implemented by NumPy [2] as interface for the data. This data interface is adopted widely in the scientific community for example in the machine-learning ecosystem with scikit-learn [10] or TensorFlow [11]. Therefore, interoperability in the scientific Python ecosystem is primarily defined by providing data processed by ROOT in C++ in Python as NumPy arrays and also vice versa.

PyROOT implements the adoption of data in C++ containers such as `std::vector` by providing pythonizations, which attach the NumPy array interface to these objects in Python. The array interface states the data type, shape and memory address so that NumPy can build a zero-copy view on the data. Going from data owned by NumPy in Python to C++ is also supported by the ROOT container `ROOT::RVec`, which follows the interface of a `std::vector` but allows to adopt memory. Using this mechanism, PyROOT is able to move data originating from Python libraries to C++ without copying or error-prone raw pointer interfaces.

On a higher level, interoperability is also provided for larger data structures such as dataframes. On the ROOT side, the `ROOT::RDataFrame` [12] facility provides efficient data processing of columnar datasets. To provide the dataset in Python, the
RDataFrame.AsNumpy method allows to access the data as a dictionary with the column names as keys and the data as NumPy arrays. This data structure can also be used to construct directly a pandas [3] dataframe for further processing of the columnar dataset in the Python ecosystem. A graphical overview over the described features is shown in Figure 5.

![Graphical overview of features provided by PyROOT.](image)

Figure 5: Overview over the interoperability features provided by PyROOT.

5 Building the New PyROOT

Despite Python2 being deprecated starting from 2020 [13], there is still a significant amount of HEP code written in Python2, and the transition to Python3 is expected to take some more time. For this reason the possibility to build PyROOT libraries for multiple Python versions without rebuild the entire ROOT was introduced.

When building ROOT, the user can now specify both a Python2_EXECUTABLE and a Python3_EXECUTABLE parameters to CMake, which point to the location of the Python2 and Python3 binaries to be used, respectively. If such parameters are not specified, the system directories will be searched for Python installations. If both Python2 and Python3 installations have been specified/found, the PyROOT libraries will be generated for both versions.

Concerning the installation, the PyROOT libraries will be installed by default in the same directory as the rest of ROOT libraries. However, the future work includes adding an option to install the PyROOT libraries in Python’s site-packages directory, just like any other Python package, so that Python can find them with no need to manually update PYTHONPATH.
6 Conclusions

Due to the growing importance of Python for data analysis in HEP, ROOT is going through a redesign and modernisation of its Python bindings, PyROOT, to better support the use cases of physicists. The use of the cppyy libraries to support modern C++ features, the addition of pythonisations to make it more attractive and easier to use for Python programmers, the improved interoperability with the Python data science ecosystem and the possibility to build PyROOT for multiple Python versions are currently the main areas of work.

It is foreseen that the new PyROOT will become the default during 2020, most probably for the ROOT 6.22 release. The work on the aforementioned areas will continue after that milestone, with the objective of keeping it up to date with the requirements of the HEP Python community.
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